Field Application Engineer (Job# I1013)

Location : Parma, Italy

The Company:
VisLab is a leader in perception systems and autonomous vehicle research. In 2015 VisLab has been acquired by Ambarella, the worldwide leader in HD and 4K video, powering more than 100 million cameras worldwide, including Action Cameras and Drones, Surveillance, Automotive OEM, Automotive Aftermarket, Wearable, and Virtual Reality cameras. Ambarella has offices in multiple locations with headquarters in Santa Clara, California.

Our business development team in Parma (Italy) is looking for a Field Application Engineer with:
- a solid understanding of embedded software (RTOS, Linux)
- Enthusiasm for being a part of leading edge camera and computer vision projects
- Camera systems, image processing and/or computer vision experience is a plus,
- Experience in working with customers/customer projects is a plus.

Position Responsibilities:
- Work on the latest and most innovative video technologies and intelligent vehicle applications. Support camera development in all the leading brands, including autonomous and assisted driving.
- Define cutting-edge features for future SoC’s, cameras, intelligent vehicles applications, and ecosystem products
- Support pre-sales activity in Europe -
  o Counseling prospects on feasibility, spec, and implementation choices
  o Architecting joint demos and research projects with prospects
  o Preparing, bringing up, and maintain demo products on real vehicles, and support tradeshows
  o Installing and training customers on development systems, SDKs, and EVKs
  o Preparing reference design and development systems for customer, reviewing customer-facing materials and releases
- Support post-sales activity in Europe -
  o EVK and toolchain bring-up & supporting customers in learning the development environment
  o Technical mediation between customers and Taiwan Systems team; fielding questions from customers
  o Supporting Europe accounts -- starting from OEM Automotive business and expanding to other markets as the need arises

Requirements:
- Master’s degree or foreign equivalent in Computer Science, Electronics Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, Mathematics, or related field.
- Availability to travel
- Fluency in written and spoken English
- Good verbal and written communication skills.

To apply, please submit resume with subject: JOB#I1013 to office@vislab.it

As an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer, Ambarella and VisLab recruit qualified applicants without regard to race, color, national origin, sex, physical disability, or veteran status.